Carving Club I
brushed / grey oil

Carving is an extraordinary symbiosis between the natural structure of wood and a variety of graphic design. The innovative Carving technology enables us to engrave classic, retro-modern and contemporary designs into naturally oiled wood surfaces. Directness, clarity and structure – Carving Club I projects these values with its honest yet sophisticated design. Its subtle charm ensures a highly recognisable value, but without intruding. Through its striking design Carving Club I is especially suited for boutiques and showrooms. It is also ideal for health & spa areas due to its non-slip surface.

Measurements

Length 2400 mm
Width 185 mm
Strength 16 mm

Specification

Surface brushed
Lye
Oil grey oil

Carving Club I is based on a robust Beech wood with consistent colour resulting from heat treatment (without chemical additives). Beech plank in 3-layer construction, bevelled (2.5 mm) on the long side and with approx. 2 - 4 mm top layer, with approx. 4 mm backing in the same wood and middle layer conifer. Scattered knots may occur. Tongue and groove on all sides for easy installation. The graphic design runs along the floor plank and is repeated several times lengthwise. In order to avoid joins in the same position, there are indicators where to cut and these are marked with CUT along the groove.
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